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Abstract 

In this paper, we show that the kernel function of Cauchy type for type BG intertwines the 
commuting family of van Diejen's q-difference operators. This result gives rise to a transforma
tion formula for certain multiple basic hypergeometric series of type BG. We also construct a 
new infinite family of commuting q-difference operators for which the Koornwinder polynomials 
are joint eigenfunctions. 
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In the theory of Macdonald polynomials of type A, the kernel function of Cauchy type has been used 
to derive various important properties of Macdonald polynomials ([Mal, Mil, KiND. Kajihara's 
Euler transformation formula for multiple basic hypergeometric series can also be regarded as an 
application of the kernel function of Cauchy type [Ka]. 
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Recently, Y. Komori, M. Noumi and J. Shiraishi in [KNSj introduced the kernel function 
<I> (x; ylq, t) of type BC in the variables x = (XI, ... , xm) and y = (YI, ... , Yn) relevant to Koorn
winder polynomials. The kernel function <I> (x; ylq, t) satisfies the following q-difference equation: 

where a = J abcd/ q and (z) is the multiplicative notation for trigonometric function 

(1.2) 

In this identity, Df is the Koornwinder q-difference operator in the x variables 

m m 

(1.3) 
i=l i=l 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

and Dr denotes the Koornwinder operator in the Y variables with the parameters (a, b, c, d) replaced 
by (0q/a,0q/b,0q/c,0q./d). In this paper, we show that <I>(x;ylq,t) intertwines the whole 
commuting family of van Diejen's q-difference operators, which includes the Koornwinder operator 
as the first member. 

In Subsection 2.1, we recall some basic facts on van Diejen's q-difference operators. We also state 
our main result in Subsection 2.2 and prove it in Subsection 2.3. In the proof of the main result, 
we show a rational function identity of x variables and y variables. By using a method of principal 
specialization, from this identity we derive two types of transformation formulas for multiple q-series 
(Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3). Theorem 3.3 recovers one ofthe C type transformation formulas, 
due to H. Rosengren [Rj. From the special case of Theorem 3.1, we construct a family of explicit 
q-difference operators of "row type" for which the Koornwinder polynomials are the eigenfunctions. 

Throughout the present paper, we assume that the base q is a complex number such that 
0< Iql < 1. We also assume that a, b, c, d, q, t are generic complex numbers. 

2 Kernel identity of Cauchy type 

2.1 Van Diejen's q-difference operators 

In this subsection, we recall some basic properties of the family of van Diejen's q-difference opera
tors. For further details, we refer the reader to [vD1, Ko, KNSj. 

The family of van Diejen's q-difference operators {D~(a, b, c, dlq, t)}~=o in the variables x = 
(Xl, ... ,xm ) is defined as follows: 

D~:= D~(a,b,c,dlq,t) = L ~I,Ic(X)Ulc,r_III(x)TJ~E), 
IC{I, ... ,m} 

O:SIII:Sr 
Ei=±I(iEI) 
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where rJY) =ITiEI r~:Xi and we used the shorthand notation 

We will use the following notation of q-shifted factorial in this paper: 

I 

(Z)q,l = II (qi-l z) = (_1)lq-~m z-4 (z; q)l (l = 0, 1,2, ... ), 
i=l 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where (z; q)l = rt=l (1 - qi-l z). For these two types of q-shifted factorials, we use the shorthand 
notation as 

(Zl, ... , Zk)q,l = II (Zi)q,l, (zw±l)q,l = (ZW)q,l(ZW-I)q,l, 
l~i~k 

(Zl' ... ,Zk; q)l = II (Zi; q)l, (zw±l; q)l = (zw; q)l(ZW-\ q)l. 
l~i~k 

Let w(z) and v(z) denote the following rational functions, respectively: 

( ) 
_ (az, bz, CZ, dz) 

w Z - (2 2) , 
Z ,qz 

Then VcI,J(X), UJ,r(x) are also expressed as 

(tz) 
v(z) = (z) . 

VcI,J(X) = II W(X~i) II V(X~ix;j)V(qx?x?) II v(x~ix]=l), 
iEI i,jEI iEI 

i<j jEJ 

UJ,r(x) = L (-1y II W(X~i) II v(x~ix~j)v(q-Ixi8ixj8j) II v(x~ix]=l), 
IeJ 
III=r 

8i =±I(iEI) 

iEI 

where V(XiX]=I) means V(XiXj) . V(Xixjl). 

i,jEI 
i<j 

iEI 
jEJ\I 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Let W m be the Weyl group of type Bem acting on the Laurent polynomials in the variables 
x = (Xl, ... , xm) through the permutations of the indices and the inversions of the variables. 
Under the assumption that a, b, c, d, q, t are generic, for each partition A = (AI, ... ,Am) there exists 
a unique Wm-invariant Laurent polynomial P>..(x) = P>..(x; a, b, c, dlq, t), called the Koornwinder 
polynomial attached to A, satisfying the following conditions. 

(1) P>..(x) is expanded by the orbit sums ml1 (x) = I:vEW.l1xv as 

P>..(X) = m>..(x) + L c>"l1ml1(x), 
11<>" 
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where c)../-L E C and < means the dominance ordering of the partitions. 
(2) P)..(x) is a joint eigenfunction of van Diejen's q-difference operators D~: 

D~P)..(x) = P)..(x)er(atDmq)"; ait), (2.12) 

where 15m = (m-l, .. . ,1,0) and er(x; ait) are the interpolation polynomials of column type defined 
by 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

Note that er(x; ait) is Wm-invariant and satisfies the following interpolation property (See [KNS]): 
For any partition J-l -.jJ (lr), 

(2.16) 

2.2 Main result 

We recall the definition of the kernel function <I>(x; yiq, t) of Cauchy type associated with the root 
systems of type BC in the variables x = (Xl, ... ,xm ) and Y = (YI, ... , Yn). The kernel function 
<I> (x; yiq, t) is defined as a solution of the following linear q-difference equations: 

II e( .jQfiXi; Yl) 
Tq X· <I>(x; yiq, t) = <I>(x; yiq, t) (y'fq) , , e tqx· Y 

l~l~n i, I 

(1 ::; i ::; m), 

(1 ::; k ::; n). 

Such a <I>(x; yiq, t) is a multiple of the function 

m. ( • i ) - ( )n'y II (y'fqxiYtl; q)oo 
'*'0 X, Y q, t - Xl··· xm r::Ti. ±l ' 

l<i<m (V q/txiYk ; q)oo 
l~k~n 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

by a q-periodic function with respect to all the variables X and y. Here (z; q)oo = rr~o(l- qi z ) and 
'"Y is a complex number such that qr = t. We note that four types of explicit formulas for kernel 
function of Cauchy type including <I> 0 (x; yiq, t) are introduced by [KNSj. 

For any integer l, let e(z; w)q,l be the q-shifted factorial of type BC with base point W defined 
by 

{

e(z; w)e(z; qw)··· e(z; ql-Iw) (l2: 0), 
e(z; W)q,l = 1 

e(z; q1w)e(z; ql+lw) ... e(z; q-Iw) (l < 0). 
(2.20) 

We also define a generating function of D~ and that of iJ¥ by 

m 

DX(u) := DX(u; a, b, c, diq, t) = 2:( -If D~e(u; a)t,m-r, (2.21) 
r=O 
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n 

VY(u):= 1)Y(u;a,b,c,dlq,t) = 2)-lrD~e(u;li)t,n-r' (2.22) 
r=O 

where (a,b,c,d) (yf[(j/a,yf[(j/b,yf[(j/c,yf[(j/d), so Ii = t/a. We also denoted D¥(a,b,c,dlq,t) 
~ Dr For a~y f~nction J(z) = J(z; a, b, c, d) depending on the parameters (a, b, c, d), we write 
J(z) = J(z; a, b, c, d). Then we have the following theorem. 

Theorem. 2.1. The kernel Junction <I>(x;1!lq, t) intertwines the q-diJJerence operator 1)X(u) in the 
x variables with the q-diJJerence operator 1)Y (u) in the y variables: 

1)X(u)<I>(x; ylq, t) = e(u; akm-nVY(U)<I>(x; ylq, t). (2.23) 

We call this equation a kernel identity of Cauchy type. 

A proof of this theorem will be given in the next subsection. We now give some remarks related 
to Theorem 2.1. Firstly, it is known that Theorem 2.1 in the case of n = 0 holds. Namely, the 
constant function 1 is the eigenfunction of van Diejen's q-difference operators [vD1]: 

1)X(u)·l = e(u;akm. (2.24) 

We will use this fact as the starting point of our proof. It is also known by [KNS] that 

m m 

(2.25) 
r=O i=l 

In general, for any partition>. we have 

m 

DX(u)P>.(x) = P>.(x) II e(u; atm-iq>'i). (2.26) 
i=l 

Secondly, comparing the coefficient of e( u; a )t,m-l in the left-hand side of (2.23) with that in 
the right-hand side, we obtain (1.1). In fact, the q-Saalschiitz sum gives the transformation formula 
for the base points of the q-shifted factorials of type Be: 

e(w; bkl = L (-lr [;] e(d(l-l)b; d(1-l) /a)t,re(w; akl-n 
O~r~l t 

(2.27) 

[
l] = (-lr (C1)t,r. 
r t (t)t,r 

(2.28) 

It follows from this formula that 

e( u; a )t,m-ne( u; t/ a )t,n-k 

L (_1)1 [n~k] e(t~(n-k+l)/a;d(1+n-2m+k)/akle(u;a)t,m_k_l. 
O~l~n-k t 

(2.29) 

Comparing the coefficients of e(u; a)t,m-r in the both sides of (2.23), we have 

D~<I>(x; ylq, t) = t 15k [~=~] e(d(n-k+1
) /a; d(1+n-2m+k) /a)t,r-k<I>(x; ylq, t). 

k=O t 
(2.30) 

The formula (2.30) for r = 1 recovers the result (1.1) of [KNS]. 
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2.3 Proof of the main result 

It is enough to show the case where m ~ n ~ o. The identity (2.23) is equivalent to 

<I> (x; ylq, t)-lDX(u)<I>(x; ylq, t) = <I> (x; ylq, t)-lVY(u)<I>(x; ylq, t)e(u; a)t,m-n. (2.31) 

Regarding this as a rational function identity of the variable Yn, we prove it by computing the 
residues and the limits as Yn ---+ 00. 

The generating function D X 
( u) is expanded as 

DX(u) = 2:= (-l)IIIv;,I,IC (X)UIc (u; X)TJ~E), (2.32) 
IC{l, ... ,m} 
Ei=±l(iEI) 

UJ(u;x) = 2:= e(u;a)t,IJI-III IT W(Xfi) IT v(xfix~j)v(q-lxi8ixj8j) IT v(xfixfl). (2.33) 
ICJ 

8i=±1(iEI) 
iEI i,jEI 

i<j 
iEI 

jEJ\I 

Similarly, we expand Vy(u). We also define the rational function F(z; w) in the variables z = 

(Zl' ... , zr) and w = (WI, ... , W s) by 

(2.34) 

For any subset I = {il, ... , ir } C {1, ... , m}, III = r and signs Ei = ±l(i E 1), we write xJ = 
(X~:l, ... ,x~~r). Then, (2.31) is expressed as 

2:= (-l)IIIv;,I,Ic(x)UIc(u; x)F(xJ; y) 
IC{l, ... ,m} 
Ei=±l(iEI) 

= e(u; a)t,m-n 
KC{l, ... ,n} 

Ek=±l(kEK) 

(2.35) 

We prove this identity by induction on n, starting with (2.24) of the case n = O. We assume that 
our identity holds when the number of y variables is less than n. 

Firstly, we consider the residues of the both sides. The left-hand side of (2.35) may have the 
poles at 

JTr: ±l Yn = ytqxi , 

On the other hand, there may be the poles at 

Yn =yitqx;l, Jrqx;l (1 :::; i :::; m), ±1, ±ql/2, 

± q-l/2, y;l, qy;l, q-ly;l (1 :::; k :::; n) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

in the right-hand side. However, we can check by direct calculation that the points other than 
1 

Yn = .jtqx;l, rr;:;x;l (i = 1, ... , m) are apparent singular points. Since (2.35) is invariant under 
ytq 
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the inversions and permutations for x and y, we have only to analyze the residue at the point 

Yn = ..jf{jxm. 
In the left-hand side, the term indexed by (1, E) has a pole at Yn = ..jf{jxm if and only if mEl 

and Em = 1. Note that 

where I' = 1\ {m}. Thus it follows that the residue is equal to 

..fi(axm, bxm, CXm, dXm)(..jf{j - yfQft)Xm 
(x~, tqx~) 

. F(xm; y') x (l.h.s. for the case of (x'; y')), 

where x' = (Xl, ... ,xm-d and y' = (Y!' ... ,Yn-l). 

II V(xjIXm) 
l:Sj:Sm-1 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

In the right-hand side, the term indexed by (K, E) cannot have a pole at Yn = ..jf{jxm unless 
n E K and En = -1. The corresponding residue is equal to 

..fi(axm, bxm, CXm, dXm) (..jf{j - yfQft)Xm 
(x~, tqx~) 

. F(xm; y') x (r.h.s. for the case of (x'; y')). 

II V(xjIXm) 
l:Sj:Sm-1 

(2.40) 

Therefore it follows from the induction hypothesis that the residues of the both sides at the point 
Yn = ..jf{jxm are equal. 

Next, we calculate the limits of the both sides as Yn --+ 00. It is easy to check 

lim (l.h.s.) = (l.h.s. for the case of (x; y')). 
Yn-+ OO 

(2.41) 

We consider the limit of the individual terms of the right-hand side in the following three cases: 

(i) n E K and En = 1, (ii) n E K and En = -1, (iii) n tf- K. 

By direct calculation, we can check in the case (i) and (ii) respectively as follows: 

= _cidn - m - l 

K'C{I, ... ,n-l} 
ck=±I(kEK') 

lim ( " (-l)IKIVcK Kc(y)UKc(U; y)F(YK; X)) 
Yn-+ OO ~ , 

nEK 
cn=-l 

K'C{I, ... ,n-l} 
ck=±I(kEK') 

7 
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In the case (iii), we divide the sum 

UKC(U; y) = L e(u; a)t,IKcl-ILI II W(y~k) II v(y~kytl)v(q-IYkokYIOI) II V(y~kytl) 
LcKc kEL k,lEL kEL 

Ok=±I(kEL) k<l lEKC\L 

into the three groups of terms as 

(a) n ELand 6n = 1, (b) n ELand 6n = -1, (c) n ~ L. 

Combining the limits of these three cases, we obtain 

lim (~( -l)IKI~K Kc(y)UKc(U; y)F(Yk; X)) 
Yn-+ OO ~ , 

nfJ-K 

= (u+u- l ) L (-l)IK'I~K"K'C(y')UK,c(u;y')F(YK';X), 
K'C{I, ... ,n-l} 
Ek=±1(kEK') 

From (2.42), (2.43) and (2.45), it follows that 

lim (r.h.s.) = (r.h.s. for the case of (x;y')), 
Yn-+ OO 

and hence we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Replacing (q, t) by (t, q), the formula (2.35) can be rewritten explicitly as follows. 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

Theorem. 2.2. Given two sets of variables x = (Xl, ... , xm) and y = (YI,"" Yn), the following 
identity holds: 
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(2.47) 

3 Transformation formulas for multiple basic hypergeometric se-. 
nes 

In the case of type A, the kernel function of Cauchy type intertwines the Macdonald q-difference 
operators [MiN]. This property gives the rational function identity which is similar to (2.47). 
Applying certain specializations to this identity, Kajihara derived the Euler transformation formula 
for multiple basic hypergeometric series. In the same way, we propose two types of transformation 
formulas for multiple basic hypergeometric series. 

3.1 Type Be case 

In this subsection, we derive a transformation formula of type BC from Theorem 2.2. Let a = 

(a1," . ,aM) E NM and 13 = (131, ... , 13N) E NN be the multi-indices such that lal := 2:~1 ai = 

m, 1131 = 2:f=l 13k = n. Here N is the set of non-negative integers. Then we consider the following 
specializations: 

x = Po«z; q) := (Z1, qz1, ... ,qO<l-l Zl; Z2, qZ2, ... ,q0<2-1 Z2; ... ; ZM, qZM, ... ,qO<M-1 ZM), (3.1) 

Y = Pf3( w; q) := (W1, qw1, ... ,qf31-1w1 ; W2, qW2, ... ,qf32-1W2 ; ... ; WN, qWN, ... ,qf3N-1WN ). (3.2) 

These specializations are called multiple principal specializations. We apply these to (2.47). 
For each pair (/, E), we divide the subset I as 1+ U 1- by setting 

(3.3) 

Similarly, we divide the subset J by J+ = {i E JI6i = I} and J- = {i E JI6i = -I} for each pair 
(J,6). We also denote the complement {I, ... ,m} \(/ U J) by C. Using these symbols, we rewrite 
the left-hand side of (2.47) as 

L (( _l)II+I+II-le(u; .Jijta)q,lcl II 
I+UI-uJ+UJ-UC iEI+uJ+ 

={l, ... ,m} 

II (a/xi, b/Xi, C/Xi, d/Xi) II (qXi Xj)t,2 II 
iEI-UJ- (x;2, tx;2) i,jEI+ (XiXj )t,2 i,jEI-

II 

i<j i<j 

(qx;lX;1) 

(x;lx;l) 

9 

(aXi' bXi, CXi, dXi) 

(xr, txr) 

II 
i,jEJ

i<j 

( -1 -1 t -1 -1/ ) qXi Xj , Xi Xj q 

( -1 -1) 
X· X· t 2 

t J ' 



(3.4) 

We first consider the principal specialization Xi = qi-l z (1 :S i :S m) of a single block. Noting 
that (qxi/Xi+l) = 0 (i = 1, ... ,m - 1), we find that non-zero terms arise from the divisions of the 
following form: 

1- = {1, 2, ... ,iI}, J- = {il + 1, il + 2, ... ,i2}, c = {i2 + 1, i2 + 2, ... ,i3}, 

J+ = {i3 + 1,i3 + 2, ... ,i4}, 1+ = {i4 + 1,i4 + 2, ... ,m}, O:S il :S i2:S i3:S i4:S m. 
(3.5) 

Next, we consider the multiple principal specializations x = Pa(z;q),y = Pf3(w;q). We replace 
the index set {1, ... ,m} by 

{ 1, ... , m} = {( i, a) 11 :S i :S M, O:S a < ai} (3.6) 

and write x(i,a) = qaZi . For any two multi-indices p" v E NM , if P,i :S Vi (i = 1, ... , M) then we write 
p, :S v. From the same argument as above applied to each block, 1-, J-, C, J+, 1+ are parametrized 
by the four multi-indices p,-, IF, v+, p,+ E NM such that 0 :S p,- :S IF :S v+ :S p,+ :S a as follows: 

1- = {(i, a)11 :S i :S M, O:S a < p,i}, 

J- = {(i, a)11 :S i :S M, p,i :S a < vi}, 

C = {(i, a)11 :S i :S M, vi- :S a < vi}, 

J+ = {(i, a)11 :S i :S M, vi :S a < P,t}, 
1+ = {(i, a)11 :S i :S M, P,t :S a < ad. 

In the following, we omit the base q in the q-shifted factorials (Z)q,k and e(z; W)q,k. 

(3.7) 

With this parametrization (3.6) of indices, the formula (3.4) specialized by x = Pa(z; q), y = 

Pf3(w; q) gives rise to 

- - + + 
(qJ.Li -J.Lj ZdZj,qJ.Li -J.Lj zdzj) 

(ZdZj,Zi/Zj) 

- + - + 
(qJ.Li +J.Lj ZiZj/q, ql.li +l.Ij ZiZj/q) 

(ZiZj/q, ZiZj/q) 
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+ 
l~i,j~M (qZi/ Zj},,+ (qzi/tqJ.Lj Zj, qZi/ Zj) v-:- (qzi/ Zj) v+ 

1'""'1, 1. t 

II (qf3k ZiWk/ Jf(j, y(iltZi/Wk) J.Li (qf3k y!f]QZiWk, Jf(jZi/Wk) J.Lt) 

l~i~M (ZiWk/ Jf(j, y(iltzi/ qf3kWk) J.Li (y!f]QZiWk, Jf(jzi/ qf3kW k) J.Lt . 
l~k~N 

We used (a}k version of some formulas of Appendix I in [GR]. We also used the formula 

II 
l~i<j~m 

due to Milne. 

(qAi-AjXi/Xj) 

(xi/Xj) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

We apply the same specializations to the right-hand side of (2.47). If we denote (3.8) by 

p(Mf3 ,N) (z; w; a, b, c, d), Theorem 2.2 implies the following duality transformation formula: a, 

Relabeling M and N by m and n, and replacing the variables and parameters by 

Zi ---t 0qxi (i = 1, ... ,m), Wk ---t Yk (k = 1, ... , n), 

(a, b, c, d) ---t (0q / aI, 0q/ a2, 0q/ a3, 0q/ a4), 

we obtain the following theorem. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Theorem. 3.1. Let ao = Vala2a3a4/q. Take two sets of variables x = (Xl, ... ,Xm),y = 
(Yl, ... ,Yn) and two multi-indices a = (al, ... , am) E Nm

, (3 = ((31, ... , (3n) E Nn. Then the 
following identity holds: 

II 
l~i<j~m 
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(q(31YkYZ, tq(31YkYZ)(3k 

(YkYZ, tYkYZ)(3k 

(q>"; +>"I-lYkyz/t, tq>..t +>..t -lYkYZ) 

(Ykyz/tq, tYkYz/ q) 

We give some remarks of Theorem 3.1. As the special case n = 0, we obtain the following 
summation formula: 

II 

12 



Note that the q-Saalschiitz sum (2.27) implies 

Hence, the right-hand side of (3.12) is also expressed as 

II (alYk, a2Yk, a3Yk, a4Yk)f3k II (qf31YkYI, tqf3IYkYI)f3k II (tYkXi, q-aiYk/Xi)f3k 

l:Sk:Sn (y~, tY~)f3k l:Sk<I:Sn (YkYI, tYkYI)f3k l<k<n (tqaiYkXi, Yk/Xi)f3k 
l~i~m 

. e(C~ q~(I/\;+I-I/\;-I)ao; C~ q~(I/\;-I-I/\;+1-2Ial+21f3I)ao)re( u; 0q/ aO)lal-If3I+I/\;+I-I/\;-I-r 

. II (Yk/ aI, Yk/ a2, Yk/ a3, Yk/ a4) /\;1: II (q>"1: +y -lYkyz/t, tq>..t +>..t -lYkYI) 

l:Sk:Sn (alYk, a2Yk, a3Yk, a4Yk) /\;t l:Sk:Sl:Sn (Ykyz/tq, tYkYz/ q) 

II (q>"I:->"1 Yk/Yl,q>..t->..t Yk/Yl,q/\;I:-/\;l Yk/YI,q/\;t-4 Yk/YI)(Ykyz/q,Ykyz/t)/\;I:+/\;1 

l:Sk<l:Sn (Yk/Yl, Yk/Yl, Yk/Yl, Yk/Yl) (tYkyz/q, YkYI)/\;t +/\;t 

(q>"1: +>..t -lYkYI, q/\;I: +4 -lYkYI, q>"1: ->..t Yk/tYI) (YkYz/ q) >..- +/\;+ (tYkyz/q) >..++/\;+ II k I k I 

(Ykyz/q, Ykyz/q, Yk/tq>..t YI)(Ykyz/t)r +/\;- (YkYI)>..+ +/\;-
k I k I l:Sk,l:Sn 

(3.14) 

II (Ykyz/tq, Yk/ q/\;l Yl, Yk/ t qf3l yl ) >"1: (YkYz/ q, Yk/ qf3I Y1ht (qYk/tq4 Yl, Yk/q/\;t Yl) /\;1: (Yk/ q>..t Yl) /\;t 

1 <_k,l<_n (qf31YkYI, qYk/tq4 Yl, qYk/YI) r (tqf3IYkYI, qyk/Yl) >..+ (qYk/tq>..t Yl, qYk/YI) /\;- (qYk/YI) /\;+ k k k k 

II (qaiYkXi'Yk/tXi)>"I:(tqaiYk~'Yk/Xi)>..t )). (3.15) 

l<k<n (YkXi, Yk/tqatXi ) >"1: (tYkXi, q atYk/Xiht 
l~i~m 

3.2 Type C case 

In the previous subsection, we derived the transformation formula of type Be by a method of 
principal specializations. In this subsection, we apply the same method to derive another type 
of transformation formula. We specialize in advance the parameters of (2.47) so that (c, d, t) = 

13 



(3.16) 

Note that a = vi -abo In this setting, the internal sum of each side simplifies drastically. 

Lemma. 3.2. 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

We can prove this lemma in the same way as in Theorem 2.1 by analyzing the residues. From 
this lemma, if u = H, (3.16) reduces to 

= e( H; a )m-n 
Ek=±l 

kE{l, ... ,n} 

'1(qyEk /a qyEk /b) (q2YkEk YtEl ) (YkEk x;=l) 
(_1)n II -Y-.1 k 'k II II' 

(Yk
2Ek) ( Ek El) (Ek ±l)' 

lSkSn 1 <k<t<n Yk Yt 1 <k<n qYk Xi - - l::;i::;m 
(3.19) 
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Let ]-,]+,K-,K+ be 

]- = {ill::::; i::::; m,ti = -I}, ]+ = {ill::::; i::::; m,ti = I}, 

K- = {kI1::::; k::::; n,tk = -I}, K+ = {kI1::::; k::::; n,tk = I}. 

Using this notation and replacing the parameter q with ql/2, we obtain 

(qJ.Li+J.Lj ZiZj / q) 

(ZiZj / q) 

(ab)lal ITI<k<N(y'Qwk/a, y'Qwk/b)(3k ITI<i,j<M(ZiZj)ai 

(ql-la l/ a b)I(31 ITI~i~M(azi' bZi)ai ITI~i<j~M(ZiZj)ai+aj 

II (y'QWk/ qai Zi) (3k L ( II (awk/ y'Q, bWk/ y'Q)Vk II 
l<k<N (y'QWk/Zi)(3k O~v~(3 l<k<N (y'Qwk/ a, y'Qwk/b)Vk l<k<I~N 
l~i~M 

ITI <k<I<N(WkWI) (3k+(31 

ITI<k I<N(WkWI)(3k - ,-

(qVk-VIWk/WI) 

(Wk/WI) 

Relabeling M and N by m and n, and replacing the variables and parameters by 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

Zi ~ y'QXi (i = 1, ... , m), Wk ~ Yk (k = 1, ... , n), (a, b) ~ (y'Q/al, vIQ/a2) , (3.24) 

we obtain a transformation formulas of type C, due to Rosengren [R] (Corollary 4.4). 
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Theorem. 3.3. For 0: E Nm and j3 E Nn , the following identity holds: 

(q/-ld{Lj XiXj) 

(XiXj) 

(3.25) 

Rosengren derived this result from Gustafson's summation formula of multilateral basic hyper
geometric series for type C. We remark that Lassalle has derived a special case of Theorem 3.3 
from a rational function identity by the method of principal specialization ([L], Theorem 11). His 
rational function identity (Theorem 6) corresponds to (3.20) with a = q, b = -q. 

4 New family of q-difference operators 

In the A type case, it is known that there exists an explicit operator 1iA (u; q, t) satisfying the 
following equation [N2]: 

( 4.1) 

where W A(X; y) = IT1<i<m ITl<k<n(Xi-Yk) is the kernel function of dual Cauchy type and V~ (u; q, t) 

is the Macdonald q-dlfference -op-erator: 

n 

V~(u;q,t) = I)-uYD~,r(q,t), 
r=O 

Y ( ) (r) L II tYk - Yl II DAr q, t = t 2 Tq,Yk. 
, Yk - Yl 

The operator 1iA (u; q, t) is defined by 

00 

1iA(u;q,t) = Lu1HA,I, 
1=0 

KC{l, ... ,n} kEK kEK 
IKI=r lrjK 
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(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 



We can obtain this fact as the special case of Kajihara's Euler transformation formula. It is also 
known that the Macdonald polynomials PA,>.(xlq, t) for type A are the joint eigenfunctions of 
1f'A(u;q,t): 

(4.6) 

The commutativity of this family {HA,I}l~Q is proved in [Sa] through the Wronski relations in the 
elliptic setting. 

In this section, we give the BC type analogue of (4.1). Namely, we construct an explicit operator 
1{X(u; q, t) which satisfies 

1{X(u; q, t)\l1(x; y) = const . . DY(u)\l1(x; y), (4.7) 
n 

DY (u) = I) -1 Y e( u; a)q,n-rDr (4.8) 
r=Q 

Here \l1(x; y) := Ill<i<m e(xi; Yk) is the kernel function of dual Cauchy type for type BC introduced 
l<k<n 

by Mimachi [Mi2]and
A

means the operation of replacing the parameters (q, t) with (t, q). Therefore, 
a = ..j(ifia and D¥ are the t-difference operators D¥(a, b, c, dlt, q). Note that \l1(x; y) is expanded 
by the Koornwinder polynomials P>.(x) as follows [Mi2]: 

\l1(x; y) = L (-1)>'* P>.(x)P>.*(y), (4.9) 
>'c(nm) 

A * = (m - A~, m - A~_l' ... , m - A~). (4.10) 

4.1 Affine Heeke algebras 

In order to guarantee the existence of 1{X(u; q, t) satisfying (4.7), we use the framework of affine 
Hecke algebras, due to Cherednik [C] and Macdonald [Ma2]. In this subsection, we recall Noumi's 
representations of affine Hecke algebras of type C and the fundamental facts of q-Dunkl operators. 
Our notation is due to [N1]. 

We use the parameters to, tm , un, U m are defined such that 

111111 11 

( b d) - (t 2 2 t2 -2 lt2 2 lt2 -2) a, ,c, - mUm,- mUm ,q2 OUO ,-q2 DUO . (4.11) 

We define the Lustig operators TO' Tf, ... ,T::" as 

( 4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Here so, s1' ... ,s:::n are the simple reflections 

(sof)(x) = f(qx11
, X2, ... ,xm ), (4.15) 
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(sf f)(x) = f(X1, ... , Xi+1, Xi, ... , Xm) (i = 1, ... , m - 1), 

(s:::rJ)(x) = f(X1, X2,· .. ,x;;/). 

(4.16) 

( 4.17) 

Note that these operators sf, ... , s~ generate the Weyl group W m of type BCm . The algebra 
ll(W,;ff) generated by To, Tf, ... ,T:; is isomorphic to the affine Hecke algebra of type Cm: 

1 1 

(Tt - t{)(Tt + (2) = 0 (i = 0,1, ... , m), 

TtTi~lTt = Ti~lTtTi~l (i = 1, ... ,m - 2), 

TtTi~lTtTi~l = Ti~lTtTi~lTt (i = O,m -1), 

TtTj = TjTt (Ii - jl ~ 2). 

Here we wrote t1 = ... = tm-1 = t. The q-Dunkl operators Y{, ... , Y~ are defined by 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21 ) 

( 4.22) 

We denote by C( x) [Tq~l] the ring of q-difference operators with rational coefficients. For any 

AX E ll(W,;ff), AX is expressed as LWEWm A~w (A~ E C(X) [Ti,'l]). Then we define the q-difference 
operator LA by LA = LWEWm A~. It is known that the following fact holds. 

For any W m -invariant Laurent polynomial f (~) in the variables ~ = (6, ... , ~m), and for any 
Wm-invariant Laurent polynomial cp(x) E C[x±1]Wm, one has 

(4.23) 

Furthermore, the q-difference operator Lj := Lf(Yx) satisfies for any partition A 

(4.24) 

In particular, the q-difference operators Lj for the interpolation polynomials f er(~; nit) of 
column type give rise to van Diejen's operators D;. From this view point, we call D; "column 
type" q-difference operators. Since {er(~; nlt)};n=l is the generator system of the ring C[~±l]Wm 
of Wm-invariant Laurent polynomials in m variables, Lj is an element of C[Df, ... ,D~] for any 

f(~) E C[~±l]Wm. The operator llX(u; q, t) to be constructed in the next subsection is a generating 
function of "row type" q-difference operators. 

4.2 Construction of row type q-difference operators 

The results of this subsection are based on a discussion with M. Noumi. 
Let ~ = (6, ... , ~m) and 'fl = ('fl1, . .. ,'fln). We define 

'H( . t) _ if,. ( • I ) _ m'rrm 
(..;Tqu~t1; q)oo u, ~ - '*'0 u, x q, t - u r::Ti ±1 ' 

i=l (V q/tu~i ; q)oo 

n 

E(u;'fl) = rr e(u;'fl), 
k=l 

( 4.25) 

where 'Y is a complex number such that qr = t. Note that E(u; 'fl) is a generating function of 
er('fl; nit): 

n 

E(u; 'fl) = L( -IYer('fl; nlt)e(u; n}t,n-r. (4.26) 
r=O 
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This implies that 

n 

E(u; YY)PA(y) = PA(y) II e(u; atn-iqAi). (4.27) 
i=l 

Namely, the operator L~ for f = E(u; 'T}) is the generating function DY(u) of column type operator 

Dr. In the following, we regard H(u;~) as an element ofu-m'"Yc[~±llWm[[ull. Namely, um'"YH(u;~) 
is a formal power series in u with coefficients in the ring of Wm-invariant Laurent polynomials in~. 

Lemma. 4.1. The operators H(u; yX) and E(u; YY) satisfy the following identity as formal power 
serzes m u: 

H(u; yX) e(u; a)n E(u; YY) E(u; YY) 
( 8) w(x; y) = ( ~) ( ~ 8 ) w(x; y) = ~) w(x; y). (4.28) H u; at m e u; tma n E u; aq n e( u; tma n 

Proof. Note first that E(u; aq8n) = e(u; a)n. From (4.9) and (4.24), the formula (4.28) is equiva
lent to the identity on the eigenvalue: 

H( u; at8m qA) 

H(u; at8m ) 

The left-hand side is equal to 

e( u; a)n E( u; aq8ntA*) 
e(u; tma)n E(u; aq8n) 

(-J(i1iuatm- i; q)Ai (..jtqua- 1rm+iq-Ai; q».i 

111m (..jtquatm- i; q».i (-J(i1iua- 1t-m+iq-Ai; q».i . 

Using the notation Cij = atm- iqj-1 (1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ n), we obtain 

On the other hand, since we compute 

E( u; alntA*) n (-J(i1iuaqn-ktAk) (yft7Qua-1qk-nrAk) 

E(u; aq8n) = g (-J(i1iuaqn-k) (yft7Qua- 1qk-n) 

n (..jtquaqn-ktAk -1) (..jtqu-1aqn-ktAk -1) 

= g (-J(i1iuaqn-k) (-J(i1iu- 1aqn-k) 

II (u±l..jtqCij) 

(i,j)E(nm)\). (u±l-J(i1iCij) ' 

and hence the right-hand side of (4.29) is equal to 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.32) 

(JQ!tau±l)q,n II (u±l..jtqCij) _ II (u±l-J(i1icij) II (u±l..jtqCij) 
( /Fqatm-1u±1) ( ±1 r::Ji./t ) (u±l /Fqc··) ( ±1 r::Ji./t ) Y"'1 q,n (i,j)E(nm)\). U V q/ f,Cij (i,j)E(nm) Y "'1 ~J (i,j)E(nm)\). U V q/ f,Cij 

II 
(u±l-J(i1iCij) 

- (u±l /Fqc··) . 
(i,j)EA Y "'1 ~J 

(4.33) 

D 
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Next we show that H~;~~~~) is a generating function of the row type interpolation polynomials 

hz(~; alq, t) introduced by [KNS]: 

~ (t) ... (t) 
hz(~;alq,t) = L.J ( )VI ••• ( )vm e(6;a)VIe(6;tqVIa)V2" .e(~m;tm-lqVI+-··Vm-la)Vm' 

vENm q VI q Vm 
(4.34) 

Ivl=z 

Note that the Laurent polynomial hz(~; alq, t) is Wm-invariant and satisfies the following interpo
lation property: For any partition 1-l1Y (l), 

(4.35) 

Lemma. 4.2. The following identity holds as formal power series in u,' 

H(u; ~) t hz(~; alq, t) 
H(u; at8m ) z=o e(u; tmvfilta)z' 

(4.36) 

Proof. If t = q-k (k = 0,1,2, ... ), from Lemma 5.4 in [KNS] one has 

km 
H(u;~) = II e(u; q~(l-k)~i)k = I: hz(~; alq, t)e(u; y'tq/ahm-z. (4.37) 

z=o 

Since H(u; at8m ) with t = q-k equals e(u; yI[(j/a)km, by dividing the both sides of (4.37) by 
e( u; yI[(j/ a hm, we obtain this lemma in the case of t = q-k. In the formal power series of u in each 

I 
side of (4.36), all the coefficients are the rational function in t"2. Hence the identity (4.36) follows 
from its validity at infinitely many values of t = q-k (k = 0, 1,2, ... ) . 0 

From this lemma, it follows that 

We now define the q-difference operators Hi := Hi(a, b, c, dlq, t) (l 
f = hz(~; alq, t), so that 

(4.38) 

0,1,2, ... ) to be L1 for 

(4.39) 

We call these operators Hi (l = 0, 1,2, ... ) "row type" q-difference operators. We also introduce a 
generating function 1{X(u) := 1{X(u; q, t) of Hi by 

00 HX 

1{X(u; q, t) = I: m~ E C(x)[Tq~;][[u]]. 
z=o e(u;t q/ta)z 

( 4.40) 

From Lemma 4.1 , we obtain a "kernel identity of dual Cauchy type". 

Theorem. 4.3. The kernel function of dual Cauchy type intertwines the q-difference operator 
1{x (u) with the t-difference operator fjy (u),' 

x fjy(u) 
1{ (u)w(x; y) = ( ~) w(x; y). 

e u;tma n 
( 4.41) 
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Theorem 4.3 gives the relationship between Hz and van Diejen's operators Dr. 

Theorem. 4.4. For any integer 1= 0,1,2, ... ,n, the following equation holds: 

( 4.42) 

Proof. Since H{ PJ.L(x) = 0 if f1 c (nm) and I > n, 

1{X(u)'l1(X; y) = (1 + ~ HI + ... + ~ H~) 'l1(x; y). 
e(u;tm q/ta) e(u;tm q/ta)n 

( 4.43) 

By using the q-Saalschiitz sum (2.27), the right-hand side of (4.41) is expressed by 

~ n 

Dy(u) .T,(. ) _ '" 1 '" ( 1)z [n - r] (-m 1-Z m-1 n 2) D~y'T'(.) 
( 

~) '¥ X, Y - L.,; r::7i L.,; - I t q , t q a Z-r r'¥ X, Y . 
e u;tma n z=o e(u;tmyq/ta)z O:Sr:SZ -r q 

( 4.44) 

Comparing the coefficient of ~ in (4.43) with that in (4.44) for each I, we obtain (4.42). 
e(u;trn q/ta)l 

D 

4.3 Explicit formulas of Hz 

In the previous subsection, we defined the row type q-difference operators H{ by q-Dunkl operators 

and showed the relationship between H{ and D¥. However it is difficult to compute the explicit 
expressions of operators H{ by means of the q-Dunkl operators. In this subsection, by using the 
special case of Theorem 3.1, we give the explicit formulas of Hr 

We consider Theorem 3.1 in the case of a = (M, ... , M) E Nm , j3 = (1, ... ,1) E Nn
: 

IT 
l:Si<j:Sm 
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II 
l~k<l~n 

(qAI: +AI -1 ykyz/t, tqAt +At -l ykyl ) 

(Ykyz/tq, tYkyz/q) 

(qAI: -AI Yk/Yl, qAt -At Yk/Yl, qKI: -KI Yk/Yl, qKt -Kt Yk/Yl) (YkYz/ q, Ykyz/t) KI: +K
I 

(Yk/Yl, Yk/Yl, Yk/Yl, Yk/Yl) (tYkYz/ q, YkYI) Kt +4 

(qAI: +At -l ykyl , qKI: +4 -lykyl , qAI: -At Yk/tYI) (Ykyz/qh-+K+ (tYkyz/qh++K+ II k I k I 

(YkYz/ q, YkYz/ q, Yk/tqAt Yl) (Ykyz/t) A -+K- (YkYlh++K-l~k,l~n k I k I 

(Ykyz/tq, Yk/ qKI Yl, Yk/tqYI) AI: (YkYz/ q, Yk/ qYI) At (qYk/tq4 Yl, Yk/ qKt Yl) KI: (Yk/ qAt Yl) Kt 

(qYkYI, qYk/tqKt Yl, qYk/YI) A- (tqYkYI, qYk/YI) A+ (qYk/tqAt Yl, qYk/YI) K- (qYk/YI) K+ 
k k k k 

II 
(qM YkXi, Yk/tXi) AI: (tqAt YkXi, qAt -M Yk/Xi)l-At) 

( / M ) (M+A+ A+ /) . l<k<n YkXi, Yk tq xi A- tq k YkXi, q k Yk Xi 1-A+ 
l~i~m k k 

Then the both sides are W m-invariant for the variables x and Wn-invariant for y. Since 

+ + II (qxiYk, qxi/Yk) fLi (tqfLi XiYk, tqfLi Xi/Yk) M-fL; 

l<i<m (XiYk, Xi/Yk) fL-:- (tq1+fL; XiYk, tqfL; +lx i/Yk) M-fL+ 
l~kSn' , 

fL-:- -(M-fL;) M M / _ II Tq,'xi (XiYk, xi/Yk) II Tq,Xi (tq XiYk, tq Xi Yk) 

- l<i<m (XiYk,xi/Yk) l<i<m (tqMXiYk,tqMxi/Yk) , 
lSkSn lSkSn 

the left-hand side of (4.45) is expressed as the bilinear form: 

In terms of this form, Theorem 3.1 is regarded as a kind of bilinear transformation formula. 

( 4.45) 

( 4.46) 

( 4.47) 

We consider the special case t = q-M in (4.45). Then the factors involving both variables x 
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and yare expressed by 

II [ T:'~i \lI(Xi; y) Tq~~~-J-Ln\ll(Xi; Y)] 
\lI(x·· y) \lI(x·· y) , 

l::;i::;m~' ~, 

( 4.48) 

II (qM YkXi, Ykltxi) AI: (tqAt YkXi, qAt -M Yklxi)l-At _ II [Tt~;kAt \lI(x; Yk) Tt~y~1: \lI(x; Yk)] 

l::;k::;n (Ykxi,YkltqMxi)AI:(tqM+AtYkXi,qAtYklxi)l_At - l::;k::;n \lI(X;Yk) \lI(X;Yk) . 
l::;~::;m 

( 4.49) 

We check that each side of (4.45) does not have a pole at the point t = q-M. We have only to 
examine the following factor in the left-hand side: 

- + M 1 + (qJ-Li -J-Li It) (q- It) 11-:- (q -vi It) v-:-II ~t t 

l::;i::;m (q-J-Lt It)(ql-vt It) J-Li (ql-J-Lt It)vi 
(4.50) 

If J1t = M for some i = 1, ... , m, the denominator has a zero at t = q-M. But when J1i = 0, since 
- + + (qJ-Li -J-Li It) = (q-J-Li It), 

(4.51) 

Also, when J1i > 0 , since (q-J-Lt It) = (q-M It), 

(qJ-Li) (ql-M It) -:- _ (ql-vt It) :-
(4.50) = II J-L t 1 vt 

l::;i::;m (ql-vt It) J-Li (q)vi 
( 4.52) 

Therefore the point t = q-M in the left-hand side is an apparent singularity. Note that unless 
J1i = 0 or J1t = M for each 1 ::; i ::; m, the corresponding term in the left-hand side of (4.45) is 
zero. We can also check that the point t = q-M in the right-hand side is an apparent singularity. 

From the argument above, specializing Theorem 3.1 as a = (Mm), (3 = (In) and t = q-M (M = 
0,1,2, ... ), we find that the factor involving both variables x and Y in each side of (4.45) simplifies 
to the form 

1-A+ 

II Tt,Yk k \lI(x; Yk) II 
\lI(x; Yk) 

k:At =0 k:AI: =1 

respectively. Here we set 1/ and K, as follows: 

(J1i > 0, J1t = M), 

(J1t < M, J1i = 0), 

( otherwise) , 
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-A-
Tt,Ykk \lI(x; Yk) 

\lI(x; Yk) 
Tt~Y \lI(x; y) 

\lI(x; y) , 

(At = 0, Xi; = 0), 
(At = 1, Xi; = 1), 

( otherwise) . 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

( 4.55) 



In this way, the left-hand side can be interpreted as the action of a q-difference operator on the 
kernel function of dual Cauchy type. The right-hand side is also expressed by the action of a 
t-difference operator, and in fact is equal to 

(4.56) 

We replace the parameters (aI, a2, a3, a4) with (a, b, c, d). Then the left-hand side of (4.45) can be 
expressed as 

(4.57) 

for some q-difference operators Kt for which we will determine the explicit formulas later. Hence 
we have 

\IT(X; y)-l (~e(u; v'tQ/a)mM-1Kt) \IT(x; y) = \IT(x; y)-le(u; v'tQ/a)mM-nVY(U)\lT(x; y). (4.58) 
1=0 

Comparing (4.41) with (4.58), we obtain that 

\IT(X; y)-le(u; tma)ne(u; v'tQ/a)mM_n1-lX(U)\lT(x; y) 

= \IT(x; y)-l (~e(u; v'tQ/a)mM-1Kt) \IT(x; y) 
1=0 

= II (tqxi/a, tqxi/b, tqxi/c, tqxi/d)M II 
(tqx~ t2qx~) M 

l:S;i:S;m t' t l:S;i<j:S;m 

(tqM+IXiXj, t2qM+lxiXj)M 

(tqxiXj, t2qxiXj) M 

L (( _1)mM+lv+ I+1v- 1e(u; v'tQ/a)lv+I-lv-1 
O:S;IL- :s;v- :S;V+:S;IL+:S;(Mm) 

(axi, bXi, CXi, dXi) v
i
- (qlLi +lLj XiXj, t2qlL; +lLj XiXj) 

. J1m (tqxi/a, tqxi/b, tqxi/c, tqxi/d)vt l:S;iTI:s;m (XiXj, t2xiXj) 

II 
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(4.59) 



Since 
e(u; tma)ne(u; y't(j/a)mM-n = e(u; y't(j/a)mM = H(u; attSm ) , 

the left-hand side of (4.59) equals 

W(X; y)~l (~e(U; .jtijjo.)mM~'Hr) W(x; y). 

(4.60) 

(4.61 ) 

Hence we have HiiIJ(x; y) = KiiIJ(x; y) for each l = 0,1,2, ... , mM. From the formula (4.9) 
proved by Mimachi, we obtain Hi P>..(x) = Ki P>..(x) for any partition A C (nm). Since n is the 
arbitrary non-negative integer, Hi equals Ki as a q-difference operator. We see that the row type 
q-difference operators Hi(l :s; mM) correspond to the terms of the right-hand side of (4.59) such 
that lv+l-lv-l = mM -l. 

We compute the explicit formula of Hi = Ki for l :s; M. As we will see below their coefficients 
1 

are expressed as rational functions in t"2. Note also that the operator Hi does not depend on the 
non-negative integer n. Since Hi are the W m-invariant operators, it is enough to calculate the 

coefficients H51)(x) := H5l)(x;a,b,c,d) of Ill<i<mT:'~i (v E Nm,O :s; lvl :s; l). The coefficients 

H51) (x) have the following form: - -

A(l) _ +(x). 
V,l/ ,1I 

(4.62) 
vS:.1F v-S:.v+S:.(Mm ) 

IvlS:.lv-lS:.llv+l=mM-l+lv-1 

Relabeling the indices of summations, we obtain 

II (xi/Xj, xi/Xj, xi/Xjl (XiXj IVi +V+ (qxiXj Iv+ +v
J
" (x;lxjllvi+v-:- (qx;lxjllv-:- +v

J
" 

J 2 J 2 

+ - + 
(qVi -vj XiXjl(q-Vj Xi/XjIVi 

(XiXj I (qV; +lxi/Xj IVi 

(4.63) 

In particular, for lvl = l, v E Nm we have 

Although we computed the explicit formula of q-difference operator H 1
x in the case of t = q-M, for 

a fixed l this expression with t = q-M is valid for any M = l, l + 1, .... Thus the explicit formula 
(4.63) is valid for any parameter t. 
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Theorem. 4.5. For any v = (EIVL ... , EmV:n) E zm (Ei = ±1, V~ E N) such that 2:;:1 V~ :::; l, 

we write Ivl = 2:;:lv~ and set H5Z)(x;a,b,c,d) = H~~)(x~l, ... ,x;;;a,b,c,d). Then the row type 
q-difference operators Hz

x (l = 0, 1, 2, ... ) are expressed explicitly as 

vEZm 

o:Sivi:Sz 

(4.65) 

To summarize: The Koornwinder polynomials P).. (x) are the joint eigenfunctions of Hz
x (l = 

0,1,2, ... ): 
(4.66) 

Thus the kernel function of dual Cauchy type intertwines the q-difference operators Hz with t
difference operators Dr: 

x fjy(u) 
1-l (u)w(x; y) = ( ~) w(x; y). 

e u; tma q,n 

4.4 Pieri formulas 

It is known that the Koornwinder polynomials have the duality property [vD2, SJ: 

P)..(aqP,t8m ; a, b, c, dlq, t) 
P)..(at8m ; a, b, c, dlq, t) 

where the parameters a, (3, ",!, 6 are defined by 

Pp,(aq)..t8m ; a, (3, ",!, 61q, t) 
Pp,(at8m ;a,(3,,,,!,6Iq,t) , 

a = yiabcd/q,(3 = ab/a,,,,! = ac/a, 6 = ad/a. 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 

(4.69) 

Van Diejen derived the Pieri formula of column type from the duality of the Koornwinder poly
nomials and Dr. In this subsection, we present the "Pieri formulas of row type" by using the 
q-difference operators Hz. By direct calculation, we obtain the following lemma. 

Lemma. 4.6. Let f-l be a partition. For v E zm, if f-l + v = (f-ll + VI, ... ,f-lm + vm) is not a 

partition, H5Z) (aqP,t8m ; a, b, c, d) = O. 

For any partition f-l , by substituting x = aqP,t8 in (4.66), we obtain 

L (l) p, 8m. P).. (aqp,+Vt8m ) _ ).. 8m. P).. (aqP,t8m ) 
Hv (aq t ,a,b,c,d) P ( 8) -hz(aq t ,alq,t) P ( 8) . 

)..cl m )..cl m 
vEZm 

O:Sivi:SZ 

From Lemma 4.6, we can apply the duality of Koornwinder polynomials to (4.70) to obtain 

""'" H(Z) ( P,t8m. b d) Pp,+ElJ (aq)..t8m ; a, (3, ",!, 61q, t) 
~ v aq ,a" c, (8 (3 £1 ) Pp,+ElJ at m;a, ,,,,!,u q,t 

vEZm 

O:Sivi:Sz 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 

Replacing aq)..t8 and the parameters (a, (3, ",!, 6) with x and (a, b, c, d), respectively, we obtain the 
following Pieri formula of row type. 
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Theorem. 4.7. For any l = 0,1,2, ... , we have the Pieri formula of row type: 

P),(x) 
hz(x; aiq, t) P ( 8 ) ), at m 

vEZm 

o:Slvl:Sz 
/L:=),+vEP+ 

Here p+ is a set of the partitions .\ with l(.\) ::; m: 
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